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Key themes
• Innovation for sustainable
transformations (balancing
environment, security and affordability)
• Governance, including markets and
regulatory design
• Politics and institutions
• Scale

Current Projects
Project
IGov

UKERC

AURES

Summary
Looking at relationships between innovation, governance, energy
demand and affordability; and exploring means by which
interactions take place within the energy systems and their
implications for innovation in respect to carbon targets, technology
deployment, investment, new practices, customer involvement,
energy efficiency, and the total cost of energy for customers.
Specifically the research will consider the relationships between
institutions, policy design, industry structure, incumbent and new
entrant company strategies and decision-making processes and
consumer practices.
The EPG was one of the core university members of the UK Energy
Research Centre which was created in 2004. We covered Policy and
Regulation within UKERC in the first phases and are now a partner
in Phase III working on the political interactions between UK and EU
energy policy.
Analysis of Auctions for Renewable Energy across Europe. Led by
DTU Denmark and with partners from across Europe.

Ensymora Future Energy Systems with high penetrations of RE

Team
Timescale
Catherine Mitchell, Oct 2012 – Sept
Richard Hoggett,
2016
Caroline Kuzemko,
Matthew Lockwood,
Tom Steward

Matthew Lockwood, Jan 2015 – Jan
Joe Dutton, Antony 2017
Froggatt, Caroline
Kuzemko
Bridget Woodman,
Catherine Mitchell,
Oscar Fitch-Roy

Jan 2015 – Jan
2018

Catherine Mitchell

Until Aug 2015

The IGov project

IGov: “Innovation and governance for a
sustainable, secure and affordable economy”
Aims:
• Understand and explain the nature of change towards a
sustainable and affordable energy system, focusing on
the complex inter-relationships between governance and
innovation
• Examine the complex evolution of energy governance
institutions, causes of change and impacts in a 4 year
comparative study (UK, Germany, Denmark , US –
California and Texas)
• Disseminate findings widely – within political and civil
service circles
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Energy demand at the centre of a sustainable
affordable secure system
• Central importance of:
o minimising total energy demand
o integrated energy system based on demand flexibility,
distributed energy and storage
• Why?
o Reduces consumer costs in long-run
o Reduces energy system costs (generation, networks)
in long run
o Accommodates variable power
o Reduces dependence on imports
o Provides an opportunity for more engaged consumers
• Can’t rely solely on price
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Overarching questions
• Why has Great Britain been so poor at making the
energy system sustainable, especially in terms of
demand side policy?
• Why is it that Great Britain's energy governance does not
focus principally on reducing total primary energy
demand?
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Research Questions
• What are the most important incentives for actors in the energy
sector to create/facilitate supply as opposed to reduce demand,
enable demand side response and distributed generation, arising
from rules, regulations and institutions?
• Where there have been attempts to change the rules, regulations
and institutions (in these areas) to shift the incentives towards the
demand side, what evidence is there of interests, ideas and
institutions blocking, distorting or constraining change?
• How has 1 and 2 occurred in other countries; and where there have
been shifts in incentives to reduce demand, enable response and
distributed generation, how did they happen?
• Could we adopt in GB successful innovations in governance (rules,
regulations & institutions) from elsewhere and what would we have
to change to make this happen?
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Demand side policies find it difficult to make
headway in the current energy system

Three Main Phases

Examining the
literature on theories of
change, and identifying
a number of
characteristics of
innovation and
governance

Examining what is
happening in practice
in terms of demand
side, heat and power.
Starting with UK and
then comparator
countries

Bringing theory and
practice together to
provide policy
recommendations
for innovation and
governance
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Phase 1: Theoretical
framework

Innovation
• Not focussing on R&D or demonstration projects
• Innovation as new practices, e.g.
– Investment in new technologies
– New business models
– New behaviours
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Change and Inertia
• Governance of energy transition not just about
understanding its technical requirements
• Nor is it confined to understanding the policy,
regulatory, institutional and incentive requirements
and how they fit together
• As important is to understand the politics behind
energy governance structures. Not just what rules
and incentives are in place but how and why they
are
• See working paper here:
http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/igov/wpcontent/uploads/2014/03/WP-7-Change-and-Inertiain-the-UK-Energy-System.pdf
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Governance
• New practices as the
outcome of rules and
incentives, created
by policies and
regulations, in turn
made by institutions.
• There is, of course,
feedback the other
way.

Institutions
Policies and regulations
Rules and incentives

Practices
Outcomes
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Governance… as conventionally seen
Policy makers
Policy and
regulation

Energy providers

Investments

Energy infrastructure
outcomes
• Technological change
• GHG emissions
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Governance…in the wider political context
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Institutionalist approach

Interaction of
ideas, interests
and institutions
leads to
nationally
(regionally within
the US)
distinctive
systems

e.g. privatised vs state-owned TSOs

Ideas

Interests

Ofgem committed
to market approach

e.g. influence of
different policy
paradigms on
renewable energy
support mechanisms

e.g. lobbying
for capacity
market
e.g. NETA
incentivises
vertical
integration

Institutions
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Governance and characteristics of a system
that is more open to innovation
• Decision makers committed to change
• Strong elite consensus on sustainability problem
• Supportive electoral conditions
• Supportive business lobby
• Decision makers have capacity to make change
• Dominant policy paradigm values sustainability and does not
restrict policy design
• Access to good information and strong analytical/technical
capacity
• Vested interests opposed to change are weak or have few veto
points
• Few institutional opportunities for capture, access to markets
kept open
• Ability to track change and remain flexible to changing contexts
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UK – Areas of concern
• Commitment to change?
– Degree of elite consensus(?)
– Weak Green Party due to majoritarian electoral system
– High inequality and (fuel) poverty problem
– CBI supportive but concerns about competitiveness
• Capacity to change?
– Strong preference for market or market-mimicking (technology neutral)
design can distort policy (RO, Green Deal)
– Difficulty of representing environmental values in paradigm focused on
relatively short-term economic efficiency
– Large powerful corporate energy providers with fossil fuel assets and
an interest in stable demand (which network companies also have)
– Weak state capacity and lack of information
– Opportunities for influence/capture through secondments, lobbying
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Phase 2: GB and Comparative
Countries

UK Rules and Incentives
• Map out rules and incentives for UK across:
–
–
–
–

Networks (published)
Supply (complete)
Generation (ongoing)
Customers (ongoing)

• Draw out key common governance themes; how rules
and incentives have linked with practices and outcomes
• Explain underlying reasons behind these common
governance themes
• Working paper and journal articles on each area
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Suppliers
•

Suppliers important to D3 because:
–
–
–
–

•

Some ‘independent’ business models deliver aspects of D3
Incumbents have market power – constraint on development of D3
Delegated (public) responsibility, i.e. implement efficiency policies
Supplier hub model, ‘interface’ between industry and consumers (trust)

Issues/themes:
– Incumbent market power
•

BETTA (transparency, liquidity); vertical integration; incumbency effect

– Barriers to entry to ‘innovative’ independents (costs)
•

Industry codes and technical proficiency; balancing mechanism; collateral

– Benefits of current system (meets demand objectives?)
•

Profits accrue to parent companies/shareholders; sticky/vulnerable customers pay more (trust issues);
tariff rules do not incentivise demand reduction/response

– Supplier obligations
•

•

Success of policies mainly in hands of (disinterested) incumbents; costs of policies as disincentive to
growth, but also in terms of political perceptions

Governance issues: wider energy governance context constrains effects of
demand policies; sustainability not embedded in many rules/criteria for
change; in many instances not enough done to incentivise change
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Networks
• Economic regulation
– RPI-X disincentivised innovation and incentivised capex gaming
and bias in spend
– IFI/RPZs and LCNF have provided R&D support but not clear
how far will feed into BAU investment
– RIIO removes capex problems (in theory), but companies still
have a basic interest in network size
• Codes and standards
– Code modification objectives do not include sustainability
– Mod panels dominated by incumbents and new actors are
absent
• ‘Broken value chain’ and coordination of changing roles and
relationships (‘system architect’)
– Ad hoc approach; coordination in some areas (Ofgem DSR group) but
not others (treatment of DG)
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Generators
• Getting a fair price for energy
– Bilateral market rules
• Liquidity

– Constraints /TEC
– Transparency issues (VI + trading)

• Capacity Market (and capability values)
• Transaction costs + complexity
– Collateral, codes and licenses

• ?Interconnectors
• Aggregators
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Consumers
•
•

•

•

•

Consumers drive demand, but policy & governance almost entirely on
supply side
A focus on demand, necessitates a focus on consumers
– as active actors for DSR
– for uptake of demand reduction measures
– for uptake and acceptance of DG and wider system change
Route to markets are important
– suppliers not trusted but responsible for SOs, smart meters role out
– trades ignored
Policy Design
– Tax and exemptions play important role at extremes of market (i.e.
intensive energy users and fuel poor/domestic sector)
– Less attention for those in the middle SMEs, etc
– Different models adopted for different sectors e.g. Green Deal vs Salix
Aggregation: what role can aggregators play in D3, and how does policy
support/hinder them?
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Case Studies
Capacity Market
• GB capacity market proved contentious is it needed, what design, final outcome,
etc
• US has several States which CMs that
incorporate DSR and have led to lower
wholesale prices
• Why has GB not looked to States?

Codes and Standards
• Participating in market requires signing up to
various Codes and Licenses.
• Codes can be altered to address issues, enable
new technologies, practices – but
modification process poor. Significant Code
Reviews also has problems.
• How can codes keep up with/enable change?

CHP (heat policy)
• Denmark proactively developed high
efficiency CHP linked to district heating
networks
• UK sporadic attempts largely failed
• What can we learn from history of the
policy stance, roles of actors, policy
paradigms and energy institutions all
important
.

Smart Metering
• Potential mechanism for smaller consumers
for DSR, awareness and control of energy
• Market did not role out meters on own
initiative, so government intervened
• Long design process and suppliers chosen as
route for roll-out – why is this?
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Case Studies
Interconnectors
•
•
•

GB has unique policy towards
interconnectors and capacity of ~ 4GW
This is below the amount usually
interconnected between countries in EU &
Ofgem may change the rules.
What role could interconnectors play in a
‘smart’ system and how can policy enable it
to happen?

Aggregation
•
•
•
•

Play important role in electricity systems in
some countries for Dist Gen and DSR in
markets
Less so in GB – some for DSR for SO reserve
& frequency response
New CM not helped
Why is aggregation not more widespread in
GB and why does policy seem to work
against it?

System Operator
•
•
•

Many SO models in existence – State, private
& variations in between
What is the link between governance regimes
and operating characteristics and outcomes?
Is one particular model better for the efficient
operation?

New Entrants and Supply
•
•
•
•

Now 31 gas/electricity suppliers in GB market,
but dominated by 6
Supply markets more disaggregated and/or
local in other countries
Range of barriers to entry in GB, need to
understand them and how governance
enables/constrains new entrants?
What role could changes to supply licences
and codes of practice have?
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Case Studies
Politics of Supplier Obligations
• Puts responsibility for success on large
suppliers, ignoring fact they answer to
parent companies, investors, not public
• Why were SO designed this way & what
behaviours does it incentivised in practice?
• What implications does this policy choice
have for wider politics of energy and trust?

Transfer Pricing/costs & benefits
• There are concerns over energy prices &
the level of profits energy companies can
make
• It is not clear what impact transfer pricing
may have in this or how transparent the
market is
• How does transfer pricing work and what
are the implication for demand side policies

Business Models/Distribution of Costs &
Benefits
• Business models vary in the way the
approach costs and benefits
• Some based on volume sales, others seek
value in demand innovations
• Some based on profit for shareholders,
others distribute benefits to consumer
• What is the role of governance shaping
these different approaches?

The Role of Consumers
• Many consumers are passive actors and the
current system reinforces this
• More active consumers are expected to
become more important in ‘smarter’
demand focussed system
• How are the current governance
arrangements helping of hindering a new
role for consumers?
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Case Studies
Storage
• Storage is expected to play an
increasingly important role in the
low carbon energy system
• Interest in its role for electricity for
demand side management and/or
balancing variable demand
• Strategic gas storage and energy
security also an example of tension
between state and market
• What role could storage paly in GB
and how can governance support its
development?

Retail Price Regulation
• Retail competition central to
privatised markets
• The extent of, and ways that, retail
competition occurs varies
• Some countries have retail price
regulation and competition, e.g.
default service in some US States
• What are the pro’s and con’s of RPR
for demand focused policies and
energy demand reduction in GB?
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Phase 2: Comparative Countries
• Mapping rules and incentives across values chains and
electricity and heat (and cooling)
• Use key UK issues as template for comparative analysis
• Mix of evidence from existing grey and academic
literature, official and market data sources and interviews
• Catherine to California/Texas (Vermont /NY); Matthew to
Denmark; Caroline to Germany
• Associations with local institutions (DTU, IASS, RAP,
ERG)
• Working paper on each case study; journal papers on
Europe and US
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Denmark – emerging lessons
• Inclusive consensus-based decision-making process
provides political stability (e.g. 2012 Energy Agreement)
• Policies driven by security of supply (1970s/80s oil
shocks), i.e. CHP/DH with thermal stores, have been
important for overall efficiency and integration of wind
power
• Speedy transition being driven by state-owned ISO
(rather than economic regulator)
• Appropriate market design and regulations allow
participation of many small actors (generators, suppliers)
via aggregators
• But is Denmark moving towards a UK model?
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Germany
•

Arguably in ‘phase II’ of energy transition:
–
–
–
–

•

Governance arrangements:
–
–
–
–
–

•

Now need DSR in order to increase market flexibility
Efficiency/construction and renewable energy lobbies now strong
Nuclear phase out simplifies low carbon choice = renewables
Solar costs falling rapidly and distributed power ‘revolution’
‘Risk free’ FiT – designed to be used by small groups/companies – priority access
Environment Ministry – was able to shelter FiT scheme for some time
Governance system more based on co-ordination, establishing industry networks,
municipal/local institutions already in place
Clear leadership and guidance on renewables and climate mitigation – government prepared
to face ‘Big 4’ in court
Household efficiency enabled via KfW loans – and focus on network building

Issues:
–
–
–

Popular opposition to power grids mounting (North to South)
Renewable policy now in the Economics Ministry (more ‘market’ oriented and historically
main supporter of incumbents/coal)
Coal usage grew 2013, but on way back down again now
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US
• Public Utility Commissions versus CEO regulatory
model
• Demand Side Response / capacity / capability
mechanisms in Markets
• Default service / competitive retail
• Aggregators
• Progressive States: NY, CA
• Similarities between CA Crisis and EMR
• Decoupling
• FERC
• Shale, solar and oil
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Phase 3: Bringing it Together
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Emerging Key Issues
• Institutional Framework for a Sustainable, Secure
and Affordable Energy System
–
–
–
–
–
–

Role of the Treasury
System Architect
Delegated / Directed
Rhetoric versus Reality
Treatment of risk
Knowledge, information, learning, decision-making
and capacity
– Codes and Licenses
– Distributional impacts
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